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ABSTRACT 
The Ball Generated Property (BGP) was introduced by Corson and Lindenstrauss and subse- 
quently analysed in detail by Godefroy and Kahon. In this work, the (BGP) is studied in spaces of 
operators. It is shown that (BGP) is stable under CO and $-sums for 1 < p < cc and a characteriza- 
tion is provided for C(K,X)-spaces with (BGP). A similar characterization is obtained for 
L(X, C(K))-spaces. (BGP) is shown to be stable under injective tensor products. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space and X* its dual. We will denote by Bx, S, and 
Bx(x, r) the closed unit ball, the unit sphere and the closed ball of radius r > 0 
and center x. The following definition provides the terminology used through- 
out. (ii) was introduced by Corson and Lindenstrauss [7]. 
Definition 1. (a) We say A C B(X*) is a norming set for X if 
]lxll = sup{x’(x) : x* E A}, f or all x E X. A closed subspace F C X* is a norm- 
ing subspace if BF is a norming set for X. 
(b) A Banach space X 
(i) is nicely smooth if X’ contains noproper norming subspace; 
(ii) has the Ball Generated Property (BGP) if every closed bounded convex 
set in X is ball-generated, i.e. each such set is intersection of finite union of 
balls; 
(iii) has Property (II) if every closed bounded convex set in X is the inter- 
section of closed convex hulls of finite union of balls; 
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(iv) has the Muzur Intersection Property (MIP) (or Property (I)) if every 
closed bounded convex set in X is an intersection of balls. 
Evidently, (MIP) implies both Property (II) and (BGP). Property (II) im- 
plies (BGP), ([3]) which, in turn, implies nice smoothness. 
(MIP)===+(II)=+(BGP)=+(NS) 
We will study certain stability results for (BGP) leading to a discussion of 
(BGP) in the context of operator spaces. The bull topology bx on a Banach 
space X, introduced in [7] is defined to be the weakest topology which makes 
every closed ball Bx(x, r) closed : a base of neighborhoods for BX consists of 
sets of the form X \ lJ:=i Bx(xi, ri). Thus X has (BGP) if and only if every 
closed bounded convex set in X is bx-closed. Godefroy and Kalton [9] estab- 
lished that X has BGP if and only if the ball topology and the weak topology 
coincide on Bx. Chen and Lin [6] resolved some questions raised in [9]. Re- 
cently, Granero, Jimenez and Moreno [ll] discussed geometric aspects of 
(BGP) and charecterized (BGP) in terms of weakly null nets in SF. 
We first prove that (BGP) is stable under CO and &( 1 < p < cm) sums. Similar 
stabilty results for (MIP) were established by Bandyopadhaya and Roy [l]. 
Basu and Rao [4] proved that Property(I1) is stable under these sums and re- 
cently, Bandyopadhaya and Basu [3] made similar observations for nice 
smoothness. 
We use the stability of CO sums for spaces with (BGP) to prove that C(K, X) 
has BGP if and only if X has BGP and K is finite. Similar arguments show that 
.C(X, C(K)) has (BGP) if and only if X” has (BGP) and K is finite. It remains an 
open question whether C(K) can be replaced by an arbitrary Banach space Y in 
this last result. We observe that for Asplund spaces X and Y with (BGP), 
X & Y, the injective tensor product of X and Y also has (BGP). We show 
conversely, that for any two Banach spaces, X and Y, if X & Y has (BGP), 
then X and Y have (BGP). 
STABILITY RESULTS 
We first show that (BGP) is stable under co-sums. The following lemma will be 
useful in this regard. 
Lemma 2. Let X, Y be Bunuch spaces and 2 = X @Co Y. Let {za = (xa,ya)} a 
net in Bz such that z,---+O in bz. Then x,-O in bx and y,--+O in by. 
Proof. Suppose, for instance, {xa} ft 0 in b X. Then there is some x0 E X and 
0 < Y < l]xol] and a subnet that we again denote by {xa} such that 
x, E BX (x0, Y) for all (Y. The proof will be accomplished by looking at two cases. 
Case 1: 
Ifr > 1, 
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Consider&((xe,O),r) = Bx(xa,r) x By(O,r). ThenO@Z((xo,O)r) = Bx(xo,r)x 
BY(O,r) but z, E &((xo,O),r), forevery a: acontradiction. 
Case 2: 
Ifr< 1, 
Let X > 1 be such that (X - l)llx~ll + Y = 1. Then BX(XO, r) C: Bx(~Yo, 1) and 
Og,!Bx(Xxo, 1) and the new ball Bx(Xxo, 1) is in the first case. r] 
Remark 3. The proof for arbitrary CO sum is immediate. 
Here is our first stability result. 
Theorem 4. Let X = @c, Xi be an arbitrary co-sum of Banach spaces. Then X has 
(BGP) ifand on@ if Xi has (BGP) for all i. 
Proof. Suppose X has (BGP). Let B be a closed, ball of the Banach space 
X = @,,Xi with center {x(i)} and radius r such that B f~ Xi0 # 0. Then B n Xi0 is 
a ball of Xi0 with center x(z’o) and radius r. Then, if C & Xi0 is a closed bounded 
and convex set and $ E X,, we can easily separate + from C by a finite union of 
balls in Xi,, : just consider that C is also closed bounded and convex in X and 
{x(i)} (being x(io> = $ and x(i) = 0, i # io) can be separated from C by a fi- 
nite number of disjoint balls. 
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Conversely, suppose Xi has (BGP) for all i. Suppose {x,} is a net in Bx and 
q, -0 in bx. Then by Lemma 2, x0(i) -+ 0 in bxj. Since Xi has (BGP), this 
implies x,(i)-0 weakly. Hence x,-O weakly. Thus X has (BGP). Cl 
Similarly, we prove, 
Lemma 5. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and Z = X $e,, Y, 1 < p < 03. Let 
(zm = (x,,, ycy)} a net in BZ such that z,-0 in bz. Then x,-O in bx andy,-0 
in by. 
Proof. Suppose, for instance, {x~} + 0 in b X. Then there is some x0 E X and 
0 < r < [lxoll and a subnet that we again denote by {x,} such that 
x, E Bx(xo, r) for all a. Again, as in Lemma 2, we prove that there is a ball 
in Z, containing Bx(xe, r) x By(O,r) which does not contain the origin. 
Indeed, for any s and E > 0 such that s > E, and (s - E)~ + 1 < (s - 5)“, we 
have B&&, s - E) x By(0, 1) & &((s&, 0), s - 5). Therefore choosing 
t > max{s, Ilx0ll> and E = llxolf - r, we have Bx(xo, r) x By(O, 1) C 
&+$&t-4 xBY(OJ) Ub(it&,0),t-$) and W&((f&,OL-5). 
Thus the subnet { (x~,~~>}, 1 ies in a closed ball which does not contain the 
origin, a contradiction. Cl 
Remark 6. As before, the above result has an immediate generalisation to ar- 
bitrary +sum. 
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Theorem 7. Let X = @e,Xi be an arbitrary &,-direct sum of Banach spaces. Then 
X has (BGP) ifand only if Xi has (BGP) for all i. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4. We need only to observe that 
for any closed ball Bx((x(i)), r) of the Banach space X = @p,,Xi, satisfying 
Bx((x(i)), r) n Xi,, # 0, the, latter is a closed ball of Xi,, with center x(io)) and 
radius (rp - Cjfio Ilx(#‘)“. 0 
Remark 8. The proof of Lemma 5 relies on the hypothesis p > 1. In other 
words, the proof does not work forp = 1. It is not clear whether (BGP) is stable 
under finite ei sums. Clearly (BGP) is not stable under an arbitrary ei sum since 
ei itself fails (BGP). More generally, if X = @e,Xi is an infinite sum, then 
X* = &.,,X: is a proper norming subspace of X’ = @y,X; and hence not nicely 
smooth. Consequently, X does not have (BGP). A similar argument shows that 
(BGP) is not stable under arbitrary C, sums. 
C(K, x) AND c(x, Y) 
In this section we will establish stabitlity results for certain operator spaces 
with (BGP). As usual for K a Compact Hausdorff space and Banach spaces, X 
and Y , C(K, X) denotes the Banach spaces of all continuous X-valued func- 
tions on K with supremun norm, C(X, Y) is the Banach space of bounded lin- 
ear operators from X to Y with norm I)TII = sup{ IIT(x)(l : llxll < l} and 
K(X, Y) C C(X, Y) is the closed subspace of compact operators. 
Theorem 9. C(K, X) has (BGP) if and only zyX has (BGP) and K isfinite. 
Proof. If C(K, X) has (BGP), then C(K, X) is nicely smooth. For a compact 
Hausdorff space K and a Banach space X, the set 
A = {S(k) @ x* : k E K, x* E Sx*} C BC(K,Xl* 
is a norming set for C(K, X), where S(k) 8 x*(f) = x*cf(x)) for any 
f E C(K, X). So, if C(K, X) is nicely smooth, C(K, X)* = span(A). It follows 
that K admits no nonatomic measure, whence K is scattered. Now, let KI de- 
note the set of isolated points of K. Then K1 is dense in K, so, the set 
A’ = {S(k) 18 x* : k E KI, x* E SY) 
is also norming. Thus, C(K, X)* = span(A’). But if k E K \ Kl, then for any 
x* E S,*, 6(k) @ x* $ span(d’). Hence, K = Kl, whence K must be finite. Thus 
C(K,X) = (@cgX)iEK where Xi = X for every i E K and by Theorem 4, it fol- 
lows that X has (BGP). 
Converse is immediate from Theorem 4. q 
Remark 10. The idea of the above proof is adapted from the proof of 
Proposition 3.10 [3]. 
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Theorem 11. L(X, C(K)) has BGP ifand only ifX* has BGPand K is$nite. 
Proof. Suppose ,C(X, C(K)) has BGP. Hence C(X, C(K)) is nicely smooth. 
By definition of the norm, A = {6(k) @x : x E Bx, k E K} is a norming 
set for C(X, C(K)), and hence, C(X, C(K))* = span(A). It follows that 
C(X, C(K)) = Ic(X, C(K)) and that n(X, C(K)) is nicely smooth. 
Now, from the easily established identification, Ic(X, C(K)) = C(K, X”) and 
Theorem 9, it follows that Ic(X, C(K)) has BGP if and only if K is finite 
and X* has BGP. Also, if K is finite, C(K) is finite dimensional, so that 
fZ(X, C(K)) = Ic(X, C(K)). This completes the proof. 0 
TENSOR PRODUCT 
Now we look at injective tensor product spaces with (BGP). The reader is re- 
ferred to [8] for any information on tensor product. 
The following proposition which comes from [9], characterizes (BGP) in terms 
of nicely smooth spaces. 
Proposition 12. For a Banach space X, the following are equivalent: 
(i) X has (BGP). 
(ii) X is nicely smooth and Bx is regular in the bx-topology. 
Proof. X has (BGP) if and only if every x* E X* is continuous in the ball to- 
pology on Bx (Theorem 8.3 [9]). A nicely smooth space contains no proper 
norming subspace and the proof is completed by observing that the unit ball Bx 
is regular in the ball topology if and only if the set of functionals on X which are 
continuous in the ball topology on Bx, is a norming subspace of X’ (Proposi- 
tion 5.1 [9]). Cl 
Remark 13. In their paper [9], Godefory and Kalton asked whether for an ab- 
solutely convex bounded set, regularity in the ball topology would imply reg- 
ularity of its closure in the ball topology. This was answered in the negative by 
Chen and Lin in their recent work [6]. 
Proposition 14. Let X, Y be two Banach spaces. Zf the unit ball in X BE Y is reg- 
ular in the ball topology, then the unit balls in X and Y are also regular in their 
respective ball topologies. 
Proof. Let y. E Y be such that I] yol] = 1. In the following discussion, we iden- 
tify X with X & { yo} associating x-x @ yo. Let M be bxBE y-closed set in 
X I& Y. Let M’ = M n X. We will prove that M’ is bx-closed. If M’ = 0, there 
is nothing to prove. Therefore let M’ # 0. It is sufficient to show that for any 
x@4’ there exists closed balls B’l, B’z, . . . B’, such that M’ c Ug= IB’i and 
X$ Ur= 1 B’i. 
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Since x&V’, we have x @ yo @I. Since A4 is b xBc r-closed there exists balls 
B1,BZ,...B,suchthatMcUr=, Biandx@yo$UT=t B;. 
Without loss of generality and by denseness of X @ Y in X & Y we can 
suppose that Bi = B(c,y! 1 uq @ by,ri). NOW x@yo$Bi, forall i = 1,2,. .n 
implies each of the following equivalent statements: 
M 
SUP$ES~ IIddx)~o - C 4(av)bqll >ri, i= 1,2,...n 
/=I 
Let Ai = Snp$cs,. Ilx$Qo) - C’J=‘=, ug,5(b~)ll and let E, = Ai - r;. Then there 
exists $i E Sy* (WlOg $,i(yO) # 0.) such that IlxGi(Yo)- C’J=‘=, ai&i(bv)ll > 
Ai - Ei. 
This implies 11~ - C’J=t a~$i(bg)/$i(yo)ll > ri/l$i(yo)l. Also for x’ E M’, 
there exists i such that 11.x’ 8~0 - C’J= 1 UV 8 b,ll < ri which implies 
snp+Esu. Il$$(yo) - C’& I u&(bq)ll < ri. Hence in particular, Ilx’+i(yo)- 
CyCt u&(bq)]l L ri. i.e.112 - Cy=t a~$i(b~)/$i(yo)lj 5 ri/l$i(yo)l. NOW let 
og = +i(bq)/$i(yo) and r: = ri/l+(yo)l, Bi = B(C’J=, cquii, r:). Then x $ IJ’= 1 Bi. 
and M’ C Ur= 1 Bl.. This proves that M’ is bx-closed in (Bx, bx). Hence for any 
bxBc r-open set N in X C$ Y, the set N’ = N n X is bx-open. Since bxBc r,,is a fi- 
ner topology than bx,(this is always true for any Banach space) we have that, 
bxo+ = bx. 
Now we prove that Bx is regular in bx-topology. In view of Theorem 3.1 [9], it 
is enough to prove that 0 has a base of closed neighborhood in (Bx, bx). Let U 
be an open set in (Bx, bx). Then 0 E U c Bx. Now, U is open in (Bx, bx) and 
since b x~,rlxis a finer topology than b X, it follows that U is open in bXB,Y,x. 
Hence there exists a bxB, r-open set W c Bx8, y such that U = W n X. Since 
Bxacy is bxBEr-regular, there exists a bx,ir-closed set I/ such that 
0 E Yin’ C V c W. This implies 0 E Vinf n X c V n X c W n X, and by what 
we proved before, I’ n X is a closed neighborhood of 0 in (Bx, bx). Hence Bx is 
bx-regular. We prove similarly for By. 0 
Theorem 15. If X @)E Y has (BGP), then X and Y have (BGP). 
Proof. Since X C$ Y has (BGP), it is nicely smooth and hence by Theorem 3.15 
[3] (Theorem.6.2.2 [2]), X and Y are nicely smooth. Also by Proposition 12 
since X I& Y has (BGP), the unit ball is regular in the ball topology. By Pro- 
position 14, BX and BY are regular in their respective ball topologies. Hence by 
Proposition 12 again, X and Y have (BGP). 0 
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Remark 16. It was proved in Theorem 2.10 [3] (Corollary 4.1.5 [2]) that for 
Asplund spaces, nice smoothness is equivalent to (BGP). Also it was proved in 
[9], that injective tensor product for two nicely smooth Asplund spaces (see [5]) 
is nicely smooth ([9] Theorem 11). It was further proved in Theorem 3.15 [3] 
(Theorem 6.2.2 [2]), that if the injective tensor product for any two Banach 
spaces is nicely smooth, then the corresponding spaces are nicely smooth. And 
it is well known that the injective tensor product of two Asplund spaces is also 
an Asplund space. (Theorem 1.9 [12]) 
We do not know whether the converse of the above theorem is true in a gen- 
eral set-up. However, from the above remark, we have, 
Theorem 17. For Asplund spaces X and Y, the following are equivalent: 
(a) X and Y are Nicely smooth. 
(b) X @E Y is nicely smooth. 
(c) X and Y have (BGP). 
(d) Xc& Y has (BGP). 
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